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Wall-02

Wall-01

party wall FR60
Wall-03

compartment wall
Wall-04

plasterboard & skim
(full cabinet walls painted
matt black where visible)

Fsh-01

internal structural partition
Wall-05

white painted plaster
Fsh-02

black back painted glass
(refer to100-04-601)

Fsh-03

white painted plaster
Fsh-04

plaster skim - matt black
paint finish below ceiling
bulkhead (white above)

Fsh-05

party wall / load-bearing - FR60

Wall-02 external wall - stone claddingWall-01external wall - painted brickwork

Wall-03

compartment wall - FR60/AcousticWall-04

internal structural partition (fitting room)Wall-05

walnut veneered mdf
panelling with clear
lacquered finish (refer to
100-04-602)

Fsh-06

1. external brickwork painted
2. existing brickwork with cavity (unknown build up)
3. Gyprock Thermaliner - 38mm
4. Skim finish (painted where visible)

1. 60mm portland stone
2. Breathable waterproof layer
3. MF system to SE spec.
4.  Ventilated cavity
5. DPM
5. 100mm insulation
5. 45mm sw/metal studs with rock wool insulation
6. Gyprock Wall board - 12.5mm
7. Skim finish (painted where visible)

1. Skim finish (painted where visible)
2. 2 x 12.5mm Gyproc Fireline plasterboard
3. Existing studs with 50mm stone mineral wool
acoustic insulation to building control spec.
4. Existing lath and plaster (residential entrance lobby)

1. Skim finish
2. Dot & dab12.5mm Gyproc Fireline plasterboard
3. Existing brickwork wall
4. Dot & dab12.5mm Gyproc Fireline plasterboard
4. Timber stud service cavity
5. 19mm walnut veneered mdf with clear matt lacquered
finish

external wall - stone cladding

external wall - painted
brickwork

1. Skim finish (painted where visible)
2. Dot & dab12.5mm Gyproc Fireline plasterboard
3. Existing brickwork wall

Note:
1. All proposed structure should be read in conjunction with Structural
Engineer's drawings and specification
2. All details are subject to building control approval
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1. Measurements are based on metric system.
2. All levels are in meters to Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN) unless
noted otherwise.
3. Do not scale off the drawing and CAD file.
4. All shown figure dimensions are to be followed.
5. Do not use for construction unless expressly permitted.
6. This drawing shows design intent only.
7. Contractor should verify all conditions, levels and dimensions on site and
notify contract administrator of any variations from dimensions before
construction and/or fabrication.
8. Any discrepancies on this drawing should be reported to ECD before
proceeding to fabrication.
9. Drawings to be read in conjunction with all relevant documents, which
include but are not exhaustive - MEP, Structures, shop / fabrication
drawings and CDM documents.
10. This drawing may contain colour data. Please refer to original electronic
document.
11. These are architectural drawings only. Refer to consultant drawings for
further information.
12. Existing buildings to be measured on site and confirmed by contractor.
13. Also refer to accompanying ECD Schedules and drawings.
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T1 11/03/2017 Issue for Tender
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T2 20/03/2017 Amendments to interior spec.
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